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INTRODUCTION

Real systems make use of a hierarchy ranging from small, fast
memories to larger and slower storage devices [15]. Each level of the
hierarchy organizes its data in blocks to simplify management and
reduce overheads. The size of a block (block granularity) depends
on the level. For example, SRAM caches typically consist of 64 B
“lines”, DRAM of 2-4 KB “rows”, and flash/disk of 4 KB “pages”. This
brief announcement highlights our work [8, 19] providing the first
theoretical study of how this granularity change affects caching.
What caching opportunities and challenges are introduced
by granularity change? While caching policies traditionally ignore granularity change (in both theory and practice), there is an
emerging trend in systems to optimize for it [5, 17, 18, 20–22, 24–
26]. Granularity change provides an optimization opportunity to
load some or all of the larger-granularity block at minimal cost
(see Figure 1), as the lower level has already fetched the entire
block [17, 18, 22]. But the heuristics used by these systems are
best-effort and have no theoretical bounds. We provide the first
theoretical framework to better understand and guide these designs.
What does prior caching work say about block granularity?
The original caching problem is well studied and understood. Sleator
and Tarjan [23] provided both lower and upper bounds for the cost
ratio when comparing the performance of online caches, which
must make decisions as requests arrive, against offline caches,
which are allowed to view the entire trace when making decisions.
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ity of items within the access
Caching, caches can load any subtrace and misses the signifi- set of the larger-granularity block
cant impact of spatial locality from the level below them, for the
among data items in the level same cost.
below. Models of computation
that account for transfers to and from the cache in “blocks” [1,
4, 9, 14] permit items in a block to be individually accessed, but
not individually cached or evicted. As such, the “blocks” are the
(smaller) granularity of the cache itself and not the (larger) granularity of the level below. Choosing which items to load is an additional
dimension with significant impact on performance.
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Our results. We study the effects of granularity change on caching:
(i) We develop a model for caching at a granularity boundary,
called the Granularity-Change (GC) Caching Problem;
(ii) We analyze competitive ratios in GC Caching, providing
complexity results, a lower bound for determinisitic online
policies, and an upper bound policy that outperforms any
policy considering only a single granularity; and
(iii) Because these bounds reveal a new issue that arises in GC
Caching where the choice of offline cache size affects the
competitiveness of different online policies relative to one
another, we develop a locality model for GC Caching that
admits upper and lower bounds for miss rate based solely
on the system’s cache size and the workload.
This brief announcement focuses on contribution (iii). A prior brief
announcement [7] focused on contribution (ii), and [8] gives a
comprehensive treatment.
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THE MODEL

The Granularity-Change Caching Model consists of a single
level of memory (cache) that receives a series of requests, referred
to as accesses, to data items. If the item is in the cache (a hit), then
the request is served and the cache is not charged. If the item is
not in the cache (a miss or fault), then the cache must load the item
from the subsequent level of memory or storage. If this load causes

the amount of data in cache to exceed the cache size k, then items
must be evicted from the cache to remedy the situation.
What makes the Granularity-Change Caching Model unique is
that the universe of items is partitioned into blocks of up to B items,
such that the cache can load any subset of the items in a block for
unit cost; i.e., items after the first are “free” (B=3 in Figure 1). When
B=1, the model exactly matches the traditional caching model.
The blocks represent the larger data granularity used by the
subsequent level of the memory hierarchy. In such systems, there
is typically a small memory buffer used to handle data as it is being
read or written. The cost of moving data from bulk storage into
this buffer is typically large relative to the cost of operating on the
buffer itself. Hence, once items are brought into the buffer, they can
be accessed at low cost, motivating our model [15, 16].

Table 1: Salient bounds for online cache size k and optimal cache
size h, shown as: Augmentation ▷ Competitive Ratio.

Definition 2.1. In the Granularity-Change Caching Problem,
we are given (i) a cache of size k, (ii) an (online or offline) trace σ of
requests to items, and (iii) a partitioning of the items into disjoint
blocks (sets) such that no partition contains more than B items.
Starting with an empty cache, the goal is to minimize the number
of misses resulting from the requests in σ . When a requested item
is not in cache, any subset of that item’s block can be loaded, so
long as the subset contains the item.

Table 1 gives three salient points of comparison for the SleatorTarjan bound, our lower bound, and our upper bound: constant
factor augmentation, the point where the augmentation meets the
competitive ratio, and constant competitive ratio. These results
show that, compared to traditional caching, the introduction of
spatial locality increases the gap between online and offline policies
by B×, which can be spread between the competitive ratio and the
augmentation factor. We also note that the gap between our upper
and lower bounds is at most a multiplicative factor of 3×.
A new problem with competitive ratios. Our analysis reveals a
new issue that arises in GC Caching: the relative performance of
online policies (i.e., different item/block partition sizes) changes
with the size of the optimal cache they are compared against. This
is problematic in practice—we would like to be able to design and
analyze caches independent of a hypothetical comparator. To overcome this, we next consider an analysis based on the amount of
temporal and spatial locality in the trace.

Locality vs. traditional caching models. In traditional caching
models, all hits come from temporal locality, i.e., when an item
remains in cache between subsequent accesses. In GC Caching, hits
can also come from spatial locality, i.e., when an item I is in cache
due to an earlier access to a different item in the same block.
Baseline policies. We consider two baseline cache designs. An
Item Cache loads only the requested item from a block; i.e., it is a
traditional cache. By contrast, a Block Cache loads all the items in
a requested block and also evicts them together; i.e., it increases
the cache’s granularity to operate on blocks instead of items. Item
Caches perform well on temporal locality and poorly on spatial
locality, whereas Block Caches are the opposite.
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COMPETITIVE RATIOS

We provide a theoretical framework for analyzing competitive ratios
in the GC Caching Problem. For details see [7, 8].
Our first result is the complexity class of the offline problem:
Theorem 3.1. The Offline Granularity-Change Caching Problem
is NP-Complete.
We also show a general lower bound for deterministic policies:
Theorem 3.2. The competitive ratio of any deterministic policy
is at least (k + (B − 1)(h − 1))/(k − h + 1) where k is the size of the
online cache and h ≤ k − B + 1 is the size of the optimal cache.
Finally, we provide an online policy, called Item-Block Layered
Partitioning (IBLP), that divides the available space into two different layers of cache. The item layer serves each access to the cache
by loading only the items that are accessed. The block layer only
serves accesses that miss in the item layer, but loads and evicts
at the granularity of entire blocks at a time. Both layers perform
evictions using LRU.

Setting

S-T Bound

GC LowerB

GC UpperB

Const. Augmentation k = 2h ▷ 2 ×
k≈
k√
≈ 2h ▷ 2B
√×
√ 2h ▷ B
√×
Ratio=Augmentation k = 2h ▷ 2 × k ≈ Bh ▷ B × k ≈ 2Bh ▷ 2B ×
Constant Ratio
k = 2h ▷ 2 ×
k ≈ Bh ▷ 2 ×
k ≈ Bh ▷ 3 ×

Theorem 3.3. The competitive ratio of IBLP is upper bounded by:
(
2 +B
(b+B(2i−1))2
i ≤ 2Bb−b+2B
2B
8B(B+b)(i−h)
2Bi−Bb+b−B 2 −B
2i−2h

2 +B
i > 2Bb−b+2B
2B

where i ≥ h is the size of the item layer, b is the size of the block layer,
and h is the size of the optimal cache.
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BEYOND COMPETITIVE RATIOS

We extend the locality of reference model by Albers et al. [3] to
account for block granularity. Their model adds a function f (n) that
characterizes the number of distinct items accessed in a window of
n accesses across a trace. They use this model to provide bounds
on the miss rate (the number of misses per access) of various replacement policies as a function of f (n). We extend this model by
adding a similar function д(n) to account for the number of distinct
blocks accessed in a window of size n.
Theorem 4.1 (Lower Bound). Any deterministic replacement
policy has a miss rate of at least
д(f −1 (k + 1) − 2)
f −1 (k + 1) − 2
Proof. We construct a family of traces matching the bound.
Each trace uses k + 1 distinct items. Due to the locality constraints,
these items can be partitioned into at most д(f −1 (k + 1) − 2) blocks.
We generate traces in phases, where each phase consists of f −1 (k +
1) − 2 accesses divided into k − 1 repetitions. A repetition consists
of repeated accesses to a single item that has not yet been accessed
this phase. In each phase, repetition 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 starts with the
f −1 (j + 1) − 1th access of that phase and continues until the access
before the next block starts. These traces are consistent with f (n).

Table 2: Salient bounds for comparing an equally split cache (i = b)
to the lower bound for a cache of half the size (h = i + b).
f (n)

д(n)

Lower Bound

Item-Layer UB

Block-Layer UB

n 1/2
n 1/2
n 1/2

n 1/2
n 1/2 /B 1/2
n 1/2 /B

n 1/p
n 1/p
n 1/p

n 1/p
n 1/p /B 1/2
n 1/p /B

1/h
1/(B 1/2h)
1/Bh
1/hp−1
1/(B (p−1)/p hp−1 )
1/Bhp−1

1/i
1/i
1/i
1/i p−1
1/i p−1
1/i p−1

B/b
1/b
1/Bb
Bp−1 /b p−1
1/b p−1
1/Bb p−1

It remains to discuss д(n) and show the minimum miss rate of
policies on these traces. In the work of Albers et al. [3], the item is
chosen such that it is not in the cache; thus every repetition causes
one miss. In GC Caching, our ability to choose items is limited by
the д(n) function. In particular, the item not in cache may be from a
block that has not been accessed yet in the phase. If this is the case,
then choosing that item increases the number of blocks accessed
in the window, which may cause a violation. However, it is known
that a new block can be chosen at least д(p) times for a phase of
length p. Each of these new block choices returns us the freedom
to guarantee that we can pick the item that is not in cache.
□
We now provide an upper bound for the miss rate of IBLP. Because this policy consists of two layers of cache acting in concert,
both layers must miss in order for the entire cache to miss. We
therefore begin by providing bounds for each layer individually.
Lemma 4.2 (Item-Layer Upper Bound). The miss rate of the item
layer of size i is at most
i −1
−1
f (i + 1) − 2
Proof. The item layer is simply a traditional LRU cache. The
change in model cannot cause the miss rate to increase, because
it only introduces new ways for a policy to hit. This means that
we can rely on the result from Albers et al. [3] on bounds on LRU
policies in the traditional model.
□
Lemma 4.3 (Block-Layer Upper Bound). The miss rate of the
block layer of size b is at most
b/B − 1
д−1 (b/B + 1) − 2
Proof. The behavior of the block layer depends on the block
that is accessed, but it is independent of the particular item. We
can view the block layer as an LRU cache with effective size b/B,
serving a trace where requests are to blocks instead of items. Simply
substitute the effective cache size and д(n) in Lemma 4.2.
□
Taking the minimum of these miss rates for a given input provides an upper bound on the miss rate of IBLP.
Theorem 4.4 (Upper Bound). The miss rate of IBLP with item
layer size i and block layer size b is upper bounded by:


i −1
b/B − 1
min
,
f −1 (i + 1) − 2 д−1 (b/B + 1) − 2
As an example analysis, we consider how IBLP performs on
polynomial locality functions (i.e., f −1 (n) = cnp for some real numbers c and p). Because locality functions must be positive concave

functions, this covers the majority of high order terms that would
occur in real traces. We choose the partitioning and augmentation parameter factors such that i = b = h = k/2. Table 2 shows
the results of the analysis. At the extremes, where f (n) = д(n) or
f (n) = Bд(n), one of the partitions matches the lower bound. The
largest gap between the baseline and the upper bound for IBLP
occurs when the ratio between f (n) and д(n) is B 1−(1/p) . As the
value of p approaches ∞, this gap approaches B.
In addition to reinforcing our results from competitive ratios, this
shows that the relative performance of IBLP is worst when locality
is high. But with high locality, miss ratios are low. Therefore, the
large relative gap results in a small number of additional misses.
This suggests that IBLP will perform well in practice.
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